Every year, the Joel Frankel Memorial Scholarship awards grant funds to support undergraduate field study projects in Latin America or Latino communities within the US.

Come and join the Joel Frankel 2017 recipients as they share their field study work to the UCSC community!

The presentations will take place on

**Monday April 16th, 11am • Charles Merrill Lounge**

Scholarship 2017 Recipients are:

**Daisy Orellana**

"Risk Management and Parteras: Biomedical Hegemony and the Impacts on Oaxacan Women's Health"

**Guard Robinson**

“When One Door Opens a Neighborhood Closes”

**Rosa Sanchez**

“Youth Identity Formation Amongst Oaxaqueños”

**Hope to see you there!**

For more information on the Joel Frankel, visit [lals.ucsc.edu](http://lals.ucsc.edu)